Intermittent energy generation from renewable sources introduces additional variability into electrical systems, resulting in a higher cost of balancing against the increased variabilities. Ways to balance the systems include using flexible generation resources, storage operations, and curtailing intermittent generation. This paper focuses on the operational benefits of curtailing intermittent generation to electrical systems. We construct a stochastic dynamic optimization model that captures the critical components of the system operating cost. We identify that cycling cost and peaking premium are the main drivers to the value of curtailing intermittent generation. We find that the operational benefit per unit of curtailed energy often exceeds the peaking cost per unit of energy, and the presence of storage may increase the operational benefit per unit of curtailed energy. We also find that curtailment is more valuable under deterministic optimization. While stochastic dynamic optimization brings significant cost savings over the deterministic optimization running once per day, the deterministic optimization running four times a day is nearly optimal under low wind penetration.
Introduction
To reduce the environmental impact of electrical power generation, renewable energy sources increasingly have been integrated into electrical systems. In the U.S., from 2002 to 2010, renewable energy generation capacity increased by almost 37 gigawatts and 95% of this growth was contributed by wind power (Energy Information Administration 2011). Wind power and other renewable sources such as solar and tidal power, however, are intermittent and bring additional variability into the systems. The increasing penetration of intermittent generation makes balancing power supply and demand more challenging. Figure 1 shows the available options for balancing electrical systems. The relative order of these is conceptual only.
High Cost Low Cost
Increasing Renewable Energy (RE) Penetration conceptual only.
• Flexible generation resources are capable of adjusting their output to counteract the variabilities in demand and intermittent resources. Flexibility, however, is costly: Generation units with higher flexibility typically also have higher operating costs.
• Energy storage can buffer against variabilities and reduce the system's operating cost, but to a limited extent at the current scale and technologies. In contrast to physical goods, electricity must be stored in other forms of energy and conversions often incur significant energy losses.
• Renewable energy curtailment reduces the output variability of intermittent resources by curtailing excessive energy output. An example is to pitch the blades of wind turbines to reduce wind power generation.
When intermittent generation from renewable sources was initially introduced into most countries and regions, the curtailment option was not considered. Because of its environmental benefit, intermittent generation was typically accommodated by receiving priority in dispatch. With the rapid growth in renewable energy penetration, intermittency began to challenge the systems' ability to balance supply with demand. Curtailment is necessary when excessive energy from intermittent resources threatens system reliability. However, curtailment may also bring operational benefits because it reduces the variability imposed on the system-this type of curtailment is not necessary for maintaining system reliability and is referred to as economic curtailment. Since curtailment directly reduces renewable energy generation, it is conceptually a more expensive option than using flexible generation and existing storage, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Since 2009, a few Independent System Operators (ISOs) have incorporated economic curtailment of intermittent generation into their unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED) programs (these programs determine production schedules for generation units based on their bids). In principle, this enhancement means that intermittent resources no longer receive priority in dispatch and may be economically curtailed. However, because wind-power producers receive production-based subsidies, they typically bid negative prices, i.e., the producers are willing to pay to produce. Because the UC and ED programs minimize the total bid cost rather than the actual operating cost, wind power generation effectively still receives priority most of the time.
This paper is intended to contribute to the understanding of economic curtailment in terms of its drivers, applicable situations, magnitude, and operational benefits. The operational benefits of curtailment depend on the optimization procedures used in the UC and ED programs. Deterministic mixed-integer and linear programs are typically used in practice, while stochastic dynamic programs for UC and ED are under research and development. Intuitively, curtailment is more beneficial under deterministic optimization programs, because UC decisions are typically made once a day, whereas curtailment decisions can be adjusted in response to the realized wind and load conditions. In a stochastic dynamic program, the UC decisions can be updated much more frequently, which partly substitutes the economic value of curtailment under deterministic algorithms.
This paper uses stochastic dynamic programs (SDP) to understand and quantify the operational benefits of curtailment. We develop a model that incorporates all three operational levers: flexible generation, storage, and curtailment. We ask the following questions: When storage is absent, what drives the operational benefits of curtailment? Would storage operations significantly reduce the operational benefits of curtailment or even eliminate the need for curtailment? How does the flexibility of the generation resources affect the value of curtailment? Finally, what is the advantage of using SDPs over deterministic optimization when economic curtailment is used?
To answer these questions, we briefly introduce the system's operating cost components that are affected by economic curtailment. We assume the conventional generation resources have three levels of flexibility. Inflexible units generate power at a constant level determined before the planning 
(ii) This paper compares the economic curtailment policy with the priority dispatch policy in terms of the system's operating cost. We refer to the total operating cost reduction as the value (or operational benefit) of economic curtailment. The main findings of this paper are summarized below.
The key contributors to the value of economic curtailment over priority dispatch are the reductions in cycling cost and peaking premium. At high wind penetration, another benefit of economic curtailment is the increased utilization of cheaper inflexible units: As wind penetration increases, wind power first displaces flexible units and then displaces inflexible units; economic curtailment reduces the displacement of the inflexible units.
The operational benefit per unit of curtailed energy is consistently significant and usually exceeds the peaking cost. Energy storage operation is an economic substitute to curtailment, but the operational benefit per unit of curtailed energy in the presence of storage operations may be higher than if the storage is absent. Thus, storage operations encourage the use of curtailment at an appropriate level. Flexibility of the generation resources is also an economic substitute to curtailment, but the operational benefit per unit of curtailed energy remains significant with more flexible generation.
The value of economic curtailment is higher under deterministic optimization than under SDP.
SDP brings significant cost savings over the deterministic optimization that is performed once per day. However, when the deterministic optimization is run four times a day, it becomes nearly optimal at low wind penetration level and achieves excellent performance at high wind penetration.
Literature Review
A vast body of literature is devoted to the integration of intermittent resources into electrical systems.
We review the literature that is closely related to our paper. This section is organized in three parts:
(a) wind integration studies and curtailment issues, (b) advanced methods for wind integration studies, and (c) related work in the operations management literature.
(a) With the rapid growth of wind power in the past decade, a number of studies on the impacts of wind integration are conducted by utilities and ISOs, including the British electricity system (Gross et al. 2006) , New York ISO (GE Energy 2005), California ISO (2007) , Minnesota (EnerNex 2006) , among many others. These integration studies usually simulate a system with certain penetration of wind and evaluate the incremental costs caused by intermittency. Excellent reviews of these wind integration studies are conducted by Smith et al. (2007) , Ela et al. (2009), and Hart et al. (2012) . Member States shall ensure that appropriate grid and market-related operational measures are taken in order to minimise the curtailment of electricity produced from renewable energy sources." In most of the earlier wind integration studies, wind power is curtailed only when the system is unable to accommodate intermittency due to physical constraints.
As the growth in wind energy continues, however, curtailing wind power is found to have economic value: Ela (2009) studies a three-node system and finds that when a transmission line is congested, curtailing 1 MWh of wind power may allow inexpensive units at the other node to increase production by more than 1 MWh, reducing the use of peaking units and thus lowering the total cost. Recognizing the potential economic value, New York ISO began to require each wind power plant to submit a dispatch price, below which the wind power is curtailed. A few other ISOs followed with similar enhancement. However, as discussed in §1, the production-based subsidies incentivize wind-power producers to submit negative dispatch prices, effectively granting them priority to a significant extent.
For example, EWITS (EnerNex 2011) shows that with a negative $40 per MWh dispatch price, curtailed wind energy is significantly reduced and most curtailment is due to transmission constraints.
The study points out that selective and appropriate use of wind power curtailment is an opportunity for further investigation. Ela and Edelson (2011, page 4) provide a case study on the value of curtailment in the absence of transmission constraints. We use SDP framework and study the drivers to the value of curtailment and the effect of energy storage.
(b) In a typical power system, resources are coordinated by UC and ED programs. UC is typically run before the operating day to determine a selection of units that can meet the demand for each hour of the operating day. Given the day-ahead UC decisions, ED is run frequently throughout the operating day and calls upon units to adjust output levels. Both programs aim to minimize bid cost and respect the physical constraints of the generation fleet and transmission system. Although UC and ED programs involve sophisticated system modeling and optimization techniques, Milligan et al. (2011) point out that wind integration is still a relatively young field and new methodologies are needed to explore new aspects of the problem. Various advanced methods for improving the current UC and ED programs have been proposed and some are implemented. These new methods include look-ahead ED, stochastic UC, rolling planning, and sub-hourly analysis, which we review below.
The present ED program minimizes cost over a single dispatch interval. Xie et al. (2011) This paper uses SDP to study an electric system with intermittent generation. This is relevant from both theoretical and numerical perspectives. Theoretically, SDP respects the stochasticity and is forward-looking in nature. Thus, SDP contains the look-ahead ED, stochastic UC, and rolling planning methods. The major advantages of SDP are that it is not confined to a limited number of scenarios and all decisions are adjusted in response to wind and load conditions (i.e., the boundary between UC and ED disappears). Xie et al. (2011) recognizes that the boundaries between UC and ED are already less pronounced with various improved methods. Numerically, we use 15-minute time intervals in SDP to include the sub-hourly analysis; we minimize the expected total system operating cost, while respecting the physical constraints of the resources. To reduce computation complexity,
we use an approximation model, in which the intermediate capacity takes four possible states: online, offline, pending-up, and pending-down. The startup and shutdown processes are gradual: In every period, a fraction of pending-up (pending-down) capacity becomes online (offline).
(c) Our work is also related to the production-inventory literature that considers capacity adjustment. Rocklin et al. (1984) are among the first to study capacity expansion and contraction under stochastic demand processes. The key tradeoff is between having too much capacity (thus paying unnecessary capacity maintenance cost) and having too little capacity (thus meeting demand at a higher cost). Eberly and Van Mieghem (1997) generalize the problem to include multiple factors (e.g., labor and capital) in the production capacity. Angelus and Porteus (2002) further consider the role of inventory in production and capacity adjustment. Angelus and Porteus (2002) , inventory can be stored without a limit or loss. Third, capacity adjustment is gradual. We are not aware of any paper in the production-inventory literature, in which a single capacity decision affects the capacity adjustment process over multiple periods.
In this paper, we model capacity adjustment in electrical systems by introducing pending-up and pending-down capacities. We find the optimal capacity adjustment policy can be characterized by pending capacity targets.
The Model
Electrical systems are extremely complicated and different trade-offs exist on tactical and strategic levels. The elements important for studying the curtailment of intermittent generation are on the time scale of minutes to hours. In this section, we provide an overview of the model and then describe each model element in detail.
For a given fleet of generation resources, the objective is to minimize the system operating cost while meeting the electricity demand. The system cost structure is described in §3.3. The models for electricity demand, intermittent generation, and economic curtailment are presented in §3.4 and §3.5.
The problem is formulated as a Markov decision process in §3.6 and is previewed below. Let t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T } index periods, with each period representing a 15-minute interval. The output of the inflexible units is decided prior to t = 0 and stays constant for t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }.
The objective is to minimize the system's operating cost.
Production Costs
We assume the total capacity (maximum output per period) of inflexible units is K R and their output Q R ∈ [0, K R ] stays constant once Q R is chosen prior to t = 0. The inflexible units incur a cost of c R Q R every period, where c R is the production cost per unit of energy.
Fully flexible units have high production cost per unit of energy, denoted as c P , and are used only when other resources cannot meet the demand. Fully flexible units are often referred to as peaking units for the rest of the paper. Producing Q P units of energy by the peaking units costs c P Q P .
We assume the system has many identical intermediate units.
To define their aggregate production cost, we first define the cost for an individual intermediate unit. per period. When the unit is up, the output q can be costlessly adjusted within [ακ, κ] . For analytical convenience, for q ∈ [0, ακ), we define c(q) def = c(ακ), and impose a penalty cost, p, per unit of output below ακ, which represents the min-gen penalty introduced in Figure 2 . The total production cost per period of an intermediate unit is
The convexity in part (i) can be verified in practice and is typically assumed in the literature, e.g., Lu and Shahidehpour (2004) use convex quadratic functions to model the cost of combinedcycle units. Part (ii) assumes declining average cost in output, i.e., operating at the full load κ is the most efficient (i.e., least average cost) and operating at any load below κ results in an increase in the average cost, which is the part-load penalty introduced in Figure We now derive the aggregate production cost of the intermediate units. When n identical intermediate units are fully started up, their dispatchable capacity is denoted as K = nκ. To achieve a given output Q I ≤ K, it is optimal to let all n units be equally loaded, because each individual unit's cost in (1) is convex in q. Therefore, the minimum total production cost per period is
where we define C(
Thus, the total production cost in (2) first decreases and then increases in Q I , with the minimum at Q I = αK. For analytical convenience, we allow n = K/κ to be a positive real number and generalize the definition for C(Q I , K):
The following lemma describes the properties of C(Q I , K) with the proof in the online supplement.
Lemma 1 C(Q I , K) is increasing in Q I and K and jointly convex in (Q I , K).
Let c I ≡ c(κ)/κ denote the average production cost of the intermediate units when they operate at full load. The monotonicity in Lemma 1 implies that K = Q I minimizes the cost of producing Q I per period and that K > Q I leads to inefficiency known as the part-load penalty: Note that ∆ u t and ∆ d t must be non-negative due to engineering restrictions: Pending-up capacity cannot be shut down, and pending-down capacity cannot be started up. This implies that a startup decision made in one period directly affects the dispatchable capacity in multiple periods. This characteristic is important for electrical systems but cannot be captured if we model capacity using a single state variable. The geometric pattern of the startup and shutdown processes is a reasonable approximation of the actual startup process of combined cycle units described in Henkel et al. (2008) .
Such an approximation allows us to capture the underlying dynamics of the intermediate units by a few state variables instead of a vector of history, as we do not need to keep track of which stage each unit is in during the startup or shutdown process. Following the dynamics for pending capacities described above, the dispatchable capacity K t evolves as follows:
where
t is the dispatchable capacity in period t + 1 if no new pending capacities are added in period t (i.e., ∆ u t = ∆ d t = 0). Figure 3 illustrates an example of the capacity adjustment process, where the dispatchable capacity first increases and then decreases. For ease of illustration, we set γ u and γ d very high. If the system operator needs to achieve the maximum dispatchable capacity for the next period, it can start up all the remaining non-dispatchable capacity that is not already pending-up, K I −K t −R u t (refer to period 1 in Figure 3 ), and the maximum dispatchable capacity is
The system operator can initiate the shutdown process on all the dispatchable capacity that is not already pending-down, K t − R d t , to achieve the minimum dispatchable capacity for the next period:
Although we have two control variables, ∆ u t and ∆ d t , there is no economic reason to initiate startup and shutdown processes at the same time. Therefore, it is sufficient to use K t+1 as the single control variable for capacity, and we have relations:
Substituting (10) into (5) and (6), we have
In summary, in every period t, the system operator observes three capacity states: dispatchable capacity K t , pending-up capacity R u t , and pending-down capacity R d t . Based on the accurate fore-cast for the demand and intermittent generation in the next period (described in §3.4), the system operator decides the dispatchable capacity K t+1 , the production of flexible units, and curtailment of intermittent generation for the next period. The pending capacities evolve according to (11).
System Cost Structure
Unlike other manufacturing systems where production decisions are made before demand is realized, in an electrical system, when the system operator decides the production for the next 15-minute period, most of the randomness in the demand and wind power for the next period has been resolved so that the demand and wind power can be assumed to be known when the production decision is made. Thus, we do not consider the cost related to over-or under-production.
For ease of exposition, we charge the cycling cost ∆
incurred in period t is the production cost. The production cost of inflexible resource is c R Q R every period. Let Q t be the total production of the flexible resources (intermediate and peaking units) in period t. Because peaking units are very flexible and have a higher marginal production cost than intermediate units (Assumption 1(iii)), it is optimal to produce Q t ∧ K t ≡ min{Q t , K t } using intermediate units and produce (Q t − K t ) + using peaking units. Thus, the total production cost in
where the first two terms are the production cost of intermediate units, which follow from (2).
Following from the discussion after (2), we see that for any given K t , f (Q t , K t ) first decreases and then increases in Q t , with the minimum at Q I = αK.
Finally, we assume that the curtailment operation itself involves negligible cost (e.g., pitching the blades to curtail wind power simply requires the pitch control to be activated).
Demand and Intermittent Generation
Let D t > 0 denote the demand on flexible resources in period t, which is the total demand net the inflexible output Q R . We assume D t is a deterministic function of a vector of factors D t , which is assumed to be a Markovian process. A simple example is D t = {t, D r
Curtailment Policies
We study two curtailment policies: the priority dispatch policy and the economic curtailment policy, denoted respectively by superscript PD and EC in the following analysis.
Under the priority dispatch policy, the system prioritizes wind power over flexible resources.
Wind power is accommodated whenever it is possible to absorb the intermittency and is curtailed only when W t exceeds D t . The curtailed energy, denoted as w PD t (w for 'waste'), is
The production of the flexible resources under the priority dispatch policy is
Under the economic curtailment policy, the curtailment decision is made jointly with all other decisions to minimize the system operating cost. The minimum production is Q PD t and the maximum production is D t (when all wind power W t is curtailed):
The curtailed energy under the economic curtailment policy is
Note that w PD t defined in (13) is the minimum value of w EC t in (16).
Problem Formulation
In period t − 1, the system operator observes the capacity state
) and the accurate forecast for the states of demand and wind power in period t, D t and W t (15-minute ahead forecasts are accurate), and decides the dispatchable capacity K t and the flexible generation Q t . Following (11), we write the pending capacities R u t and R d t as follows:
and V EC t denote the minimum expected discounted cost from period t onward under the priority dispatch policy and the economic curtailment policy, respectively. The terminal condition is V EC T +1 = V PD T +1 = 0. Then, we have:
where (12) and E t denotes the expectation conditioning on the states of load and wind (D t , W t ).
In the above dynamic programs, the inflexible units have constant output Q R . Prior to t = 0, the system operator chooses Q R to minimize the total system operating cost:
and min
For notational simplicity, we suppress Q R from the arguments in the analysis unrelated to Q R .
Optimal Capacity Adjustment and Economic Curtailment Policy
This section analyzes the structure of the optimal policy for the problem in (19).
Production and Curtailment under Given Dispatchable Capacity
We first assume that the dispatchable capacity K t is already decided. Proposition 1 states the optimal production Q t and curtailment w t , with proofs in the online supplement.
Proposition 1 Under the economic curtailment policy, for given dispatchable intermediate capacity
K t ,
the optimal production (combined intermediate and peaking units production) quantity is
and the corresponding wind power curtailment is
Proposition 1 leads to the following optimal production and curtailment policy:
(i) If the net demand is above the min-gen level, D t − W t ≥ αK t , then produce the net demand Q * t = D t − W t and no wind power is curtailed, w * t = 0. (ii) If the min-gen level is above the net demand but below the total demand, D t − W t < αK t < D t , then produce Q * t = αK t and partially curtail wind power: w * t = αK t + W t − D t ∈ (0, W t ). (iii) If the min-gen level is at or above the total demand level, αK t ≥ D t , then produce the demand Q * t = D t (paying min-gen penalty (αK t − D t )p) and curtail all wind power: w * t = W t . Figure 4 illustrates the optimal policy under various levels of the dispatchable capacity K t . 
Capacity Adjustment
Using the optimal production in (21), we write the optimal production cost of the flexible resources as a function of K t as follows:
Then, the problem in (19) becomes:
, and (17).
The last term in the objective in (23) can be written as:
where R u t and R d t relate to K t and K t−1 according to (17).
and
Note that the value function is generally not monotone in K t and, therefore, the convexity of the objective (part (ii) of the lemma) is not derived from the composition of convex functions. In fact, because R u t and R d t in (17) are piece-wise linear in K t , we see
The convexity leads to the following optimal policy structure:
Proposition 2 The optimal capacity adjustment policy is characterized by two pending capacity We discuss some intuitive features of the optimal policy and the role of economic curtailment.
When the demand exhibits daily cycles, the dispatchable intermediate capacity typically goes through four phases every day: an expansion phase in the morning hours, a constant phase in the middle of the day, a downsizing phase in the evening hours, and a constant phase at night. Economic curtailment reduces the min-gen penalty at night, allowing more intermediate units to stay dispatchable throughout the night. Thus, cycling cost is reduced, while the part-load penalty increases.
Capacity adjustment speed also drives the value of economic curtailment. In many electric systems, intermediate capacity is not flexible enough to follow the increasing net demand in the morning hours (i.e., K t < D t − W t ) and thus D t − W t − K t must be produced by peaking units, incurring significant peaking premium. Curtailing wind power prior to the morning ramp-up period effectively increases the load on the system, allowing more intermediate units to start up early without violating the min-gen restriction. Thus, curtailment helps reduce the peaking premium in the morning. When the net demand is expected to drop during the evening hours, because shutting down intermediate capacity takes time, it may be desirable to adjust capacity below the net demand (i.e., K t < D t − W t ) and produce D t − W t − K t by peaking units, to reduce the possibility of min-gen events. Economic curtailment reduces the min-gen penalty and shifts the above trade-off, allowing less intermediate capacity to shut down and reducing the peaking premium. In §6, we quantify the significance of the above effects.
Capacity Adjustment and Wind Curtailment Policy with Storage Operations

Model for Energy Storage
Energy storage is expensive due to both the initial investment and conversion losses. To be stored, electricity must be converted to other forms of energy (storing operation) and converted back to electricity when needed (releasing operation). Unlike other physical goods for which storage cost is mainly inventory holding cost, most energy losses occur during the conversions. The energy storage efficiency, denoted by η, measures the proportion of energy recovered after storing and releasing operations. For example, a hydroelectric pumped storage typically has η = 70-80%.
In this paper, "storage level" or "inventory level" refer to the amount of energy that the storage can release until empty. Let S denote the maximum storage level and S t denote the inventory level in period t. Storing one unit of energy raises inventory level by η units.
Storage operations also have speed limits. Let λ denote the maximum amount of energy that can be released per period, and λ denote the maximum amount of energy that can be stored per period.
We assume that the storage can absorb λ even when it is full (extra energy is wasted). For example, some hydroelectric pumped storage can take energy while releasing water at the same time. Wasting energy via storage is functionally equivalent to curtailment. Under economic curtailment policy, we assume that the system does not reduce curtailment only to increase the waste via storage.
To model inventory dynamics, let x t < 0 be the amount of energy released from the storage in period t, and x t > 0 be the amount of energy stored. The range of x t is
The inventory dynamics are described as follows
Problem Formulation with Storage
With storage operations, let V PS t and V ES t denote the minimum expected discounted cost from period t onward under the priority dispatch and the economic curtailment policy, respectively. The terminal condition is V ES T +1 = V PS T +1 = 0. Then, we have
Note that when λ = λ = 0 (no storage case), (25) and (26) reduce to (18) and (19), respectively. In addition, engineering constraints may require x t to take discrete values (e.g., preset pump speeds).
Optimal Policy under Economic Curtailment
For given storage flow x t , the demand on the flexible resources becomes D t + x t . Following from Proposition 1, the optimal production under given dispatchable capacity K t and storage flow x t is
and the optimal production cost of the flexible resources is
Thus, the problem in (26) becomes: (24), and (17).
With storage operations, the optimal capacity adjustment policy has a similar structure to that in Proposition 2. If the pending-up capacity is below a target, it is raised to the target; furthermore, the target is independent of the pending-up capacity. A similar structure holds for the pendingdown capacity. However, the optimal storage operations cannot be characterized by an inventoryindependent target. Proposition 3(iii) formalizes the intuition that storage operations lower the operating cost, and that economic curtailment results in a lower operating cost than priority dispatch policy. The magnitude of these differences is examined in §6.
Storing energy increases the load on generation resources and, therefore, is a substitute of curtailment. For example, when the net demand is very low, storage can create extra load to allow more intermediate units stay online, which lowers the cycling cost and min-gen penalty.
Releasing stored energy during the morning ramp-up hours seems to significantly benefit the system by reducing the peaking cost. However, because storage is limited, using the stored energy in the morning hours results in less stored energy to relieve peaking burden during the rest of the day. A better alternative is to store energy before the morning hours to allow more intermediate units to get started and ready for the morning hours. This again reveals that storage is a substitute for curtailment. We quantify this substitution effect in the next section.
Numerical Analysis
The goal of our numerical analysis is to explore the implications of our theoretical model and address the series of research questions regarding the value of economic curtailment. In §6.1, we estimate the model parameters based on data from MISO (we do not intend to assess the performance of MISO).
The remaining subsections are organized to address the research questions.
Data and Model Parameters
Load and Wind
Wind power and load processes consist of predictable and random components (see §3.4). In this section, we model the dynamics of these components based on the data from MISO, available at https://www.midwestiso.org/Library/MarketReports/Pages/MarketReports.aspx.
We consider 15 minutes as one period, and model load and wind power variations in a typical winter day. We collected hourly load data over an eight-week period from Jan. 2 to Feb. 26, 2011 from MISO. Using an ordinary least-squared regression with day-of-week and hour-of-day dummies, we decompose the load into intra-week, intra-day, and random components. Figure 5(a) shows the original load data and its components for the first two weeks. The intra-week component captures a weekday-weekend effect and is not considered in our analysis to ensure computational tractability of SDPs. We use the intra-day component (solid curve in Figure 5 (a)) as the predictable load variability.
The random load component is modeled as a Markov chain described shortly. The random components of load and wind power are generally uncorrelated and we model them as independent. We assume the random component of the 15-minute load, denoted as D r t , follows an AR(1) process, D r t+1 = β 1 D r t + ε 1t , where β 1 is the autoregressive coefficient and ε 1t is independent normal random variables with zero mean and standard deviation σ 1 . We use the maximum likelihood Jan 2 Jan 3 Jan 4 Jan 5 Jan 6 Jan 7 Jan 8 Jan 9 Jan 10 Jan 11 Jan 12 Jan 13 Jan 14 Jan 15
Random fluctuation method to find parameter estimatorsβ 1 = 0.988 andσ 1 = 0.170 GWh. Similarly, the random component of 15-minute wind power is assumed to follow W r t+1 = β 2 W r t + ε 2t , and the parameter estimators areβ 2 = 0.995 andσ 2 = 0.038 GWh.
When the average wind penetration increases k times, we assume the predictable component is multiplied by k. The standard deviation of the random component increases k times if the random components of the existing and added wind power are perfectly correlated, or √ k times if they are independent. The realistic case is likely in between, and we assume that the standard deviation of the random component increases k 0.75 times.
Conventional Resources
We consider a generation fleet consisting of 40 GW of inflexible capacity, 25 GW of intermediate Table 1 . The rest of this subsection substantiates the operating parameters listed in Table 1 .
Cycling cost consists of startup fuel cost and wear and tear cost. GE Energy (2012) shows that wear and tear cost per cycle is 2 to 7 times as high as the startup fuel cost; we use 4.5 times in our analysis. According to Wu and Bennett (2010) The estimation of the aggregate production cost function is provided in the online supplement.
The min-gen level of a unit depends on its technical specifications. For each unit in the MISO market in January 2011, we calculate the ratio of economic minimum output over economic maximum output.
We find 224 steam turbines have ratios between 0.2 and 0.8, and the median ratio is 0.52. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the min-gen level is 50% of the capacity. In the deterministic optimization programs used in practice, the min-gen level is considered as a constraint. In SDP, however, treating the min-gen level as a hard constraint implies that it cannot be violated under all sample paths, which is unrealistic. We set the min-gen penalty to be $1000 per MWh for NGCC units and $2000
per MWh for coal units. Under these penalties, min-gen events happen no more than 0.006% of the time under 35% wind penetration. Our experiments reveal that the total operating costs are insensitive to the min-gen penalty for the penalty values between $200 and $4000 per MWh.
Ihle (2003) reports that typical 500-MW coal units built in the 1980s to early 1990s have ramp-up rates 3 to 7 MW per minute or, on average, 1% of capacity per minute. Thus, we assume γ u = 0.15.
Shutdown process is faster and we assume γ d = 0.3. NGCC units have faster startup and shutdown processes; we assume γ u = 0.3 and γ d = 0.6 for NGCC units.
Most peaking units are single-cycle natural gas-fired combustion turbines. At natural gas price The storage we consider is a large hydroelectric pumped storage with a maximum inventory level S = 10 GWh and η = 75% round-trip efficiency. The maximum inventory level change is 0.5 GWh per period. Thus, the maximum amount of energy that can be released every 15 minutes is λ = 0.5
GWh, and the maximum 15-minute demand the storage can create is λ = 0.5/η = 0.667 GWh.
Discretization and Problem Size
To ensure computational tractability of SDPs, we discretize the state space of the random load D r t into 7 levels, evenly spaced between −2.2 and 2.2 GWh (this range covers four standard deviations of the stationary distribution of D r t ). At each level, the random load either stays at the same level in the next period or transits to an adjacent level. The transition probabilities are set to match the conditional mean and variance implied by the random load model in §6.1.1. For wind power, we choose 13 levels evenly spaced between −0.664 and 0.664 GWh (this ensures that wind power is always non-negative). The transition probabilities are also set to match the conditional mean and variance. As wind penetration increases, this range expands to −0.664k 0.75 and 0.664k 0.75 GWh, and the transition probabilities are set to reflect the increased variability.
The 25 GW intermediate capacity is discretized into n I levels: 0, δ, 2δ, . . . , (n I − 1)δ = 25 GW.
It can be shown that the capacity vector K t = (K t , R u t , R d t ) can have n I (n I + 1)(n I + 2)/6 possible states. In our analysis, we set n I = 17, which gives a total of 969 capacity states.
We discretize the 10 GWh of inventory space into 21 levels; each step is 0.5 GWh. We have 96 periods each day; the period index is also a state, which determines the predictable components of wind power and load. In total, the dynamic program is defined on 969 × 21 × 7 × 13 × 96 = 177.8 million states. The finite-horizon discounted objective is used in problem formulations for analytical convenience. Setting the discount factor to one and dividing the total cost by the number of periods gives the average cost. Our numerical analysis uses the infinite-horizon average cost criterion, which allows us to measure the system's performance using a single number, the average cost. The algorithm we implemented is the value iteration with average cost criteria (Puterman 1994 , §8.5).
Impact of Economic Curtailment
The first research question we raised in §1 is on the drivers to the operational benefits of curtailment without storage operations. Figure 6 provides an overview of the impact of economic curtailment on the system's total operating cost and breakdowns by generation resources.
In Figure 6 (a) where coal units provide intermediate capacity, the total operating cost declines in wind penetration levels in a non-linear fashion: Under priority dispatch (top dashed curve), from no wind to 4.3% wind, the total operating cost declines at a rate of $34.8 per MWh of wind energy; from 26% to 35% wind, the total operating cost declines at only $16.7 per MWh of wind energy. This is because at low wind penetration, wind power mainly displaces expensive peaking output, whereas at medium to high wind penetration, it mostly displaces inflexible output. The displacement of inflexible output ensures adequate load on the intermediate units so that they can operate without excessive cycling or peaking premium.
The total cost difference between priority dispatch (dashed curve) and economic curtailment (solid curve) is the value of curtailment, which ranges from $0.08 million per day at 4.3% wind to $2.22 million per day at 35% wind penetration, as annotated in the boxes. From the cost decomposition, per MWh is incurred. Then, we can rewrite the first three components of cost savings as
Wind curtailment cost change
where ∆w is the change in the average wind power curtailment and ∆l is the change in the average energy conversion loss of the storage. The last equality follows from the flow balance equation ∆Q P + ∆Q R + ∆Q I = ∆w + ∆l, that is, the total output change must equal the change in the energy loss due to wind power curtailment and storage operations. (b) Natural gas combined cycle units provide intermediate capacity and wind curtailment. For both types of intermediate capacity, the two dominant drivers to the total cost reduction are cycling cost and peaking premium. The cycling cost reduction plays a major role when the wind penetration level is relatively low, whereas the contribution from the peaking premium reduction becomes more prominent as the wind penetration increases.
We next examine the amount of curtailment and the operational benefit per MWh of curtailed energy. Table 2 shows the results. Under priority dispatch, wind power is curtailed only when the load is less than the sum of inflexible output and the wind power (i.e., net demand on flexible resources is negative). The curtailed amount is either zero or very small, except when NGCC units provide Figure 6 (b)) and thus wind power is curtailed more frequently.
An important result shown in Table 2 is that the cost savings per MWh of curtailed energy is consistently significant. For all the cases we examined, the cost saving is at least $42.4 per MWh of curtailed energy, exceeding the peaking cost c P . To understand where this significant value of curtailment comes from, we provide an example. During typical morning hours, intermediate capacity often cannot keep up with the rising net demand, requiring expensive peaking units to fill the gap.
One cost-reduction strategy is to start up intermediate units earlier at part load and get them ready to be dispatched in the morning. Without curtailing wind power, the maximum capacity that can be started is the double of the net demand (recall the min-gen level is 50%). However, curtailing 1 MW of wind power effectively increases the load by 1 MW, allowing 2 MW of intermediate capacity to
be started earlier and reducing peaking output by 2 MW over several morning hours.
Impact of Economic Curtailment with Storage Available
The second question we asked is whether storage operations would significantly reduce the operational benefits of curtailment. The storage described in §6.1.2 can create a maximum demand of 0.667
GWh per period for 20 periods (5 hours). In the following analysis, we optimize storage operations jointly with the flexible resources under priority dispatch and economic curtailment, respectively, and compute the cost impact of economic curtailment. We keep the inflexible output the same as in the case without storage, shown in Figure 6 . Table 3 reports the results.
When storage is available, economic curtailment has a weaker cost impact, as indicated by the ratio of cost reduction with storage over the cost reduction without storage in Table 3 . At 4.3% wind penetration, the storage is able to store most of the excessive wind power that would otherwise be curtailed and the value of curtailment drops to about 10% of the value reported in Table 2 . As the wind penetration increases, the need rises for balancing the extra variability introduced by the wind power and the value of economic curtailment rises to about 70% of the value reported in Table 2 for the coal units case, and to about 50% for the NGCC units case. storage operations encourage the use of curtailment at an appropriate level.
Deterministic Optimization vs. Stochastic Dynamic Optimization
The previous analysis employs SDP. The final research question is related to deterministic optimization. As intuitively discussed in §1, the value of curtailment is higher under deterministic optimization than under SDP. In this subsection, we verify this intuition, and further quantify the benefit of SDP over deterministic optimization. We first describe the deterministic optimization procedure.
The deterministic optimization procedure is characterized by three time-related parameters. The optimization is performed on a rolling planning horizon with length T P (the number of periods of the planning horizon). The decisions in the first T I periods of the planning horizon are implemented, and the optimization is re-run every T I periods using the updated load and wind power forecast.
The optimization procedure in practice requires a significant amount of time-the procedure must begin T L periods prior to the first period of the planning horizon. Thus,
The sequence of events is as follows. In period t − T L , we generate a forecast for load and wind power (conditional expectations based on the information up to t − T L ) and solve a deterministic optimization problem that gives decisions in periods t through t + T P − 1 (a total of T P periods).
The decisions in periods t through t + T I − 1 will be implemented. The optimization is run again in period t − T L + T I to find decisions for the next planning horizon starting from t + T I . The deterministic policy generated from the above procedure is non-Markovian with respect to the states defined for the SDP. The policy is a function of the demand forecast, load forecast, and the states of the resources at the beginning of the planning horizon. It is non-trivial to evaluate the average operating cost of this history-dependent deterministic policy under stochastically evolving wind and load processes. We sweep through all possible deterministic decisions and evaluate the long-run average cost.
We conducted two experiments, labeled A and B. In A, we set T P = T I = 96 periods (24 hours) and T L = 48 periods (12 hours). This setting corresponds to the typical day-ahead UC process without intra-day re-optimization. In experiment B, we let T P = 96 periods (24 hours),
T I = 24 periods (6 hours), and T L = 8 periods (2 hours). This experiment involves four intra-day re-optimizations, and each optimization uses forecasts two hours ahead of the planning horizon. To keep the computation time manageable, we keep the inflexible output at the same level as in Figure 6 and do not consider storage operations.
In each experiment, we compute the average daily operating cost for various wind penetration levels, two types of intermediate capacity, and under two curtailment policies. Table 4 reports the results and compares them with the results under SDP.
When the deterministic policy is optimized once per day and coal units provide intermediate capacity, the cost savings from SDP range from 2% at low wind penetration to more than 10% at high wind penetration. In the NGCC case, the cost savings are lower, intuitively because the more flexible NGCC units mitigate the impact of the forecast errors.
When the deterministic policy is optimized four times every day with forecasts two hours ahead of the planning horizon, the resulting cost becomes much closer to the cost from SDP. At low wind penetration level, the deterministic policy is nearly optimal, whereas at 35% wind penetration level, the operating cost under the deterministic policy is slightly higher than the optimal cost (the gap is below 1.3%), for both types of intermediate capacity. Table 4 verifies that the value of economic curtailment is higher under deterministic optimization than under SDP, and shows the magnitude of the difference. When coal units provide intermediate capacity, the value of economic curtailment under deterministic optimization is about 2 to 5 times higher than its value under SDP. In the NGCC case, the value of economic curtailment under deterministic optimization is at least 20 times higher than its value under SDP. This is probably because SDP manages the flexible NGCC units much better than the deterministic optimization does, lowering the value of economic curtailment under SDP.
Concluding Remarks
This paper analyzes the effects of curtailing intermittent generation on the operating cost of electrical systems. Curtailing intermittent generation during the low-demand hours helps mitigate the mingen events and reduce the need to shut down intermediate units, thereby reducing the cycling cost.
Curtailment also allows earlier startups of intermediate units, increasing the dispatchable capacity in the morning hours and reducing the peaking premium. Our numerical analysis shows that the value of curtailment is significant whether storage is present or absent. The presence of storage reduces the curtailment, but does not diminish its value per unit of curtailed energy-storage may actually increase the value per unit of curtailed energy.
The significant value per unit of curtailed energy sheds light on the implementation of economic curtailment to realize its operational benefits. As discussed in §1 and §2, wind-power producers currently receive production-based subsidies, which grant them priority to a significant extent. If the system operator uses zero cost instead of negative bids for wind power in UC and ED programs, more wind power will be curtailed, causing the loss of the subsidies. However, our results reveal that the operating cost reduction per unit of curtailed energy is significant, and thus it is possible to compensate wind-power producers for the curtailed energy without financially hurting the system.
In practice, the deterministic optimization has been improved along various directions, including look-ahead ED, stochastic UC, and rolling planning methods discussed in §2. For a real electrical system, where integer decisions have to be made at the generation unit level, SDP is unlikely to be a computationally tractable approach. However, this paper demonstrates the feasibility of applying SDP to a simplified electrical system model, which opens up interesting research opportunities. In our framework, we show that deterministic optimization running four times a day with forecasts two hours ahead of the planning horizon has excellent performance and is nearly optimal under low wind penetration. Further research that studies the sensitivity of this performance with respect to the optimization frequency, the length of the rolling planning horizon, and the forecast lead time will be very interesting.
Online Supplement
A. Estimation of Aggregate Production Cost Function in Table 1 Production cost of an individual unit can be calculated as output (MWh) × average heat rate (MBtu/MWh) × fuel price ($/MBtu). Average heat rate measures the amount of energy input needed to generate one MWh of electricity. Lew et al. (2011) illustrates that the average heat rate is typically convex and downward sloping in the output level, and the slope is close to zero when the output level is near full capacity. We assume that the production cost of an individual unit with capacity κ can be approximated by a quadratic function: and (3), we write the aggregate production cost as
Thus, we need to estimate only parameters aκ and b. We provide a method to estimate these two parameters below. For an individual unit, let c 1 and c 0.5 denote the average production cost ($/MWh) at full and 50% load, respectively. Then, • Over regions 2 and 3 but excluding the area with D < W , we can write
which is jointly convex in (K, D) because the maximum of two convex functions is convex.
• To prove f (K; D, W ) is convex across regions 3 and 4, we define an auxiliary function:
c(κ) + (q − κ)c P , q > κ.
Note that c(q) is convex in q due to Assumption 1. We define C(Q, K) In Lemma 1, we proved that C(Q, K) is jointly convex due to the convexity of c(q). Following the same lines of proof and the convexity of c(q), we see that C(Q, K) is jointly convex in (Q, K). Second, we prove V EC t (K t−1 , D t , W t ) in (23) can be found using alternative decision variables ∆ u t−1 and ∆ d t−1 without imposing the property that ∆ u t−1 · ∆ d t−1 = 0: 
For the problems in (A.18) and (A.19), we change the decision variables to the pending-down capacity after shutting down ∆ d t−1 and the pending-up capacity after starting up ∆ u t−1 , respectively:
follows from the feasibility of (K *
